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(:09).  .. We welcome you back  .. we are learning new ways to elevate .. and see how 

we can connect, physically and emotionally in different dimensions in the realm of the 

Creator and the creation. Today we have some announcements. …  another step for the 

KF worldwide,  (:10). to reach the goals not only for creating the condition for KS who 

know about eh knowledge, but in the long term helping in setting up the new standards 

and levels for humanity in different nations and conditions, that we start interacting and 

bringing the T to common man on the street and changing from what we call, grass-

roots.  

 

Today we are proud to announce the signing of one of the largest KF Factories up to 

now, .. play video. .. Yesterday KF after  .. 2 years negotiations in China ..  

The new factory which is about 70,000 m2, is handed over to KF as of yesterday. This 

factory becomes the flagship of the KF worldwide from China. It's one of the most 

prestigious factories in …  

(:12).   

(:14). 

This building is where we will concentrate the first flight systems in the next 12 months 

in conjunction and collaboration with  .. Iran and China.    the headquarters will be in 

Tehran.  

We have set out to bring the change.  

.. all of us being part of the change .. 

Inviting the Chinese Knowledge Seekers (KS) to join …  

 

(:16). We estimate we'll need a thousand plus Chinese KS. The process of employment 

will start in June.  

 

(:18).  

 

.. the Chinese come to us, for example, there is such and such a problem.  (:20). they 

pay the KF for research and development for their problem .. 

 

The governmental organizations will come to KF with problems .. we'll find solution .. 

We have already started this path with the Chinese, be it in agriculture … 

 

(:22).  

 

(:24).  

The Chinese have landed a craft on Mars, 7 months of travel, unmanned. As we 

understand the new T, with the new crafts, being able to create M field barriers, .. tune 

in the MG field of the Mars, understanding the heartbeat fo the Mars itself, which is 

what we call the love affair of U system. we create the heartbeat fo the Mars, .. the M 

field strength of the Mars, and we see these space travels to become in fractions. Maybe 

less than 1 hour to Mars, and much faster in the future. There is a lot of development to 

come in. 



We see new research papers come in from organizations around the world who have 

stared to understand the work and .. interaction of the fields of the plasma (Pl). We've 

seen new papers being published by leading universities around the world,   (:26) in 

how the fields interact. These are the new T which the KF will collaborate with to bring 

our knowledge, where we can develop for these researchers to develop very fast.  

 

In a way, we have entered and we have put the first foundations as the headquarters of 

what we promised you, the CIBRU to start. The basis for setting up of the CIBRU in 

Tehran with the help of the Tehran KF . has already started … 

 

(Teaching Starts here >>) 

 

Making Gans of Gans 

 

We see you KS not just making the Gans's, but trying to take the T a step further that we 

start producing food, we start producing energies of foods, we start producing 

interaction of the fields, what we call, "Gans's of Gans's" to make. Now we have to 

make field of the Gans's. This T I will teach in the space centers, that it is essential to be 

understood. Now we have to go a step further.  

 

Opening a Gans - Spectrum of fields 

 

In a way, to opening a plasma to understand when we open a Gans, how Gans's 

become a spectrum of the fields that we decide which one we take. When in the 

present science we work with our systems we have a very different understanding of the 

totality. In the science of the space and plasma T of today, we speak about Gans's, we 

speak about the M field of Gans's,  (:28). but we have never understood the totality and 

the way they work.  

 

We'll Teach the Fields inside a Gans what each one means 

 

When we have a Gans we look at the little white ball sitting in the place. But if we 

really look at that little white ball, as a Gans, as a single molecular Gans structure, 

we see the fields, which comes out of it. In so many ways, these fields are not the 

same and in coming time we'll teach you how to take each one of these fields, and 

what each one means, and how you can elevate and evaluate. How to replicate. 

 

Each One a Heartbeat combines becomes Heartbeat of System 

 

How each one of these inside, in itself, by itself become a heartbeat of itself. The 

combination of each one of these heartbeats gives the combination of the heartbeat 

of the system.  

 

One Gans to reach the Whole Unicose 

 

In the coming time you need one Gans to be able to reach the whole of the U and 

Unicose, when the knowledge of the man increases, you don't need to have a 100 gram 

or 10 ml of the Gans. Each Gans in each strength, and each strength linked itself to a 

position, and to a dimension (D), and this is for us to develop, to understand.  

 



Each Gans is a key to process, to one point in the U 

 

Each Gans is a key to process, to one point in the U. If you remember I explained to 

you last week about how we put the dough through different systems, and it became 

like a spaghetti. How it become weaker and weaker, or stronger, or more of. If you 

remember the process,  (:30). you got to remember, each one of these (fields) ends up in 

one place or the other.  

 

Find the Elusive Light of Creator 

 

This is what I said, to you, one Gans has the strength to take man across anywhere in 

the U and Unicose. If we find that elusive light of the Creator, the strength of His 

line of understanding and generosity, will find a path directly to the Creator. It 

takes one Gans to take man to the whole dominion of the creation and the Creator. It's 

the man who has to extend his knowledge. It's the man who has to understand the 

process.  

 

Magnets on Table - Move one all adjust - Connected to each other 

 

You understand this in a very simpler way if you go back to where we used to put 

magnets .. and then we see that how one single magnet in the center, in positioning it 

makes the rest to move to a new position and D. In a way, some move forwards and 

some move backwards, but all adjust themselves in one way or another. In a way, if you 

look at it, the Gans itself is radiating different strengths of the fields, and in that process 

makes connection. This one connects with the strength of this,  (:32). while this one 

in it has the strength of this one. In so many ways, this connects to this one. But this 

time when they come in they adjust to the new position.  

Connections of Magnets and Gans's same 

 

In a way, if you look at it, there is no difference between a magnet and what we 

showed before (Gans fields). Look at the two and you understand the same. You 

have seen this in the physical D in the world of the man. Now you have to learn the 

same thing exists in the D of the Gans. Because for that Gans to be in that position 

in the Cup it has to have the collection of the fields, not only with all the Gans's in 

that Cup, but in totality, every other things which is created within the structure.  

 

Have to Mentally Visualize - Invisible Field Forces 

 

Now the only difference is you have to mentally envisage or mentally understand that 

here (magnets) you dealt with the state of the matter, here you dealt with the state of the 

Gans. Here (magnets) both to you are understandable because they are both can be 

visualized.  (:34).  

 

On Whiteboard there is nothing - ocean of invisible fields  

 

But what happened now if I show you a white board. On this whiteboard you see 

nothing, but this whiteboard in the  background is an ocean of fields. Man has got 

to learn and has come to, be forced to learn that what can I feel with the emotion of the 

fields on this whiteboard. Do I need to see it to believe it, or I am aware of its 



existence? Even the existence of this whiteboard as you see it, is a confirmation of 

existence of fields. It's you who has restricted yourself to visuality.  

 

Learning to Feel the Fields without Seeing 

 

In the coming time, mankind in the space will face this. What is this, what is on this 

board? Is there a field on it? and what strength field? I don't need to see. how many of 

you have managed to see the field of a magnet in your hand, but you feel the forces 

of it, when you bring it close to a metal, .. to another field balance entity, could be a 

magnet or anything else. But you know it's a magnet, I carry it in my hand and if it 

comes across a metal or another magnet, suddenly out of nowhere, I just know there is 

something.  

 

Man has to develop new Sense - Sense of the Fields of Creation 

 

Now mankind has to become to trust this. Something you don't see.  (:36). But we could 

feel the heat, .. the touch, we can smell the odor of the air, and now mankind through 

the strength of the soul and understanding of it has to develop a new sense, A new 

sense of the fields of the creation. Which man never sees up to now. But we have to 

strengthen these within the structure of the STM which is in the Pl condition in a much 

looser state to be able to feel this. I feel the emotion of my son. I feel the need of my 

father who died years ago, but his soul is presence. I feel the field strength of the planet 

Mars, or on the other hand I want to be in planet Zeus. We cannot develop always 

machinery that man can carry. In the space man has no hands and arms when he travels 

the D of the soul. Where do you want to hide your meter, or your detector. Secondly, if 

the machine can detect the fields, your brain and your soul which is in a much more 

advanced state, how com it misses it.  

 

Mankind will be taught how to filter field strength in understanding what is a heartbeat, 

what is the connection to, and what is the collaboration between different fields. What 

happen when this and this interact together. And in the D and things at this point, I'll see 

myself ?? I connect to him, to the position and condition.   (:38). .. when mankind leads 

and understands the interaction of these will create a 3 dimensional fields, emotion, and 

the understanding and the strength. Then you can see your father talking to your son on 

planet Zeus or Mars, and you understand what their soul has decided. Baba you used to 

be a very naughty boy, the father says to the son, take the soul to such a place and learn 

from it, where you have made your mistakes. Then we say, oh, by accident I came and I 

found this, and I learned something from it. But it is not in the background of your 

thought that soul of the father, son, and the planet Mars brought you to that position, 

you just carried the physicality to it, or the same as what we saw here (table of magnet) 

you positioned according to. This is the process of the teaching, which in the coming 

time we allow it and we teach it to be developed that the mankind chooses the walk, 

donkey, jet, the UFO, or travel in the D of fields of the U, what you call the strength of 

the soul of the Creator and the connection to the STM.  

 

Learning how to Tune to everything - be part of the totality 

 

In a way, I like to go for a walk, but in my walking I want to be close to my son, and my 

father on planet Zeus where I allow the extension fo the soul of me,  (:40).  to be in 

connection in my walks with the whole structure, where my physicality is still walking 



in the physical body of the man on Earth. I think I am closest to the Creator, but in fact, 

I am rotating like a spinner at high speeds, and my soul continuously has to find 

out how to tune to everything. .. once we connect the lines we are part of the 

totality of the structure. .. the new space Pl T is about the life of the man in the U, not 

just the Gans in the cup. As I said, you take from this T according to your knowledge, .. 

understanding of the .. totality of the creation, and what is for you part of you to be in 

you and within you.  

 

MaGrav was Carrot to entice man to Knowledge of Creator 

 

In so many ways, we have entered and are entering new levels of development. The 

process for us is not just to make gold and be happy, .. a MaGrav and be happy, these 

things for us in a way, a sweetener, a catch, a point where we could bring the 

attention of the man, is so physical, to be attracted to the knowledge of the 

Creator. … we set out the bait and to see who bites, and how much of that bite they 

want to take. How much of the cake they want to eat, the cake of the knowledge is 

limitless.  (:42). It depends what is sweet to you. and what is the purpose of that 

cake you take from the knowledge of the Creator. Some are happy with the 

crumbs of the knowledge and claim the totality , and some are given the cake, 

knowledge and totality and stand back and they share with those, and they make it even 

into crumbs that more people through their understanding can take different sizes of it, 

but everybody has a piece of it.  

To stop sharing knowledge is like stealing from the souls 

 

In a way, that crumb is the STM, we have to decide how much of the cake we want 

to add but we share all the time. .. when you stop sharing, you stop learning, you 

stop receiving. In so many ways, thy shall not steal, this means not just wealth, but 

you cannot steal but stopping to teach the others, because then you have stolen 

from them to learn, to be able to become, to find a new position in the structure of 

the .. their souls, in the realm of the creation and the Creator. .. we teach you more. .. we 

start teaching KS to trust, to understand, to feel, to be able to be part of.  

 

In a very soft way, we have already introduced this in systems. our systems to you, 

which to you is something for Corona. Is something for my eye .. body, but in fact the 

teaching has been a process of slow feed,  (:44). for man to understand and to trust the 

fields. You were happy with the Gans's, .. for thousands of years with the gold, and then 

you start understanding about the alloys, how to mix different materials together. Then 

we introduced you the Nano T separating them, and then we introduce you the Gans's, 

and now the process has gone very softly in the process of understanding the fields of 

the Gans's. How to trust and gradually how to feel and see their operation.  

 

I have taught different races across Universe 

 

In a very subtle way, .. I have been a teacher long enough to know to teach each race, 

and what bait to put out for what race, that allows them to become part of the U 

Community. I have done this many times across the U so I know how created things 

work. Always wanting to receive, but hardly wanting it give anything. In that process 

we taught you a lot.  

 

I have hidden things inside systems to elevate your soul 



 

I have hidden things in a position, that you could see but you do not know. One of the 

systems we put to you and you have gradually, because of Corona, come to see, is the 

AEU. AEU is one the first systems we put out. for you it is important to heal the 

Corona, For us it is building trust, you breath the fields, you walk in the fields, you 

eat the fields from what we call the air units. and you gradually elevate to the 

position of the STM. finding in this position what I feel,  (:46). Now in that position  I 

am breathing the Pl, now at the same time, the same Pl becomes part of me as it goes 

through me and is on the cup on the water, which is ?? in the matter state and I drink. 

The way I introduce the Air Enhancement Unit (AEU) has been done before, but the KS 

did not see. It was in a large scale in the Body EU.  

 

Now we have brought it in a way that it is reachable by every man. In so many ways, 

now I have brought you a very simple system. The new AEU is a way to elevate the 

Soul of the Man (STM), elevate the Soul of the Physicality (STP) of the man, elevate 

the connection to the freedom between the two. The problem has been when we had the 

KS they said you need to drink, to cover the Gans with your body and to inhale. With 

the new AEU we do the whole 3, you don't think about it, and we create that process of 

the elevation. understand the change, but mankind does not and is not aware of it.  

 

Negative Oxygen used to Elevate  

 

When we call it a negative Oxygen, think of it. Oxygen; "I hang on to your gravity 

of amino acid (AA) which is the O. With it I absorb the fields of the environment to 

add it to the fields of your soul that it creates the elevation of the physicality, the 

STM, and the STP .. I am a master of disguise, because I know how to play the game,  

(:48).  

 

AEU Elevates all 3 STM, STP and Physicality 

 

We showed you they environmental system. None of you gathered how I played that 

game. But now with the .. AEU we deliver a combination fo the totality. They have 

been built in that way, they carry more or less, a combination of the fields the man 

needs to elevate all 3, the soul , the physicality, and the STP . I have given you the 

knowledge of the U that for you could be something I wanted for Corona, but you 

missed the knowledge that I delivered to you. You breath, goes within you, its air 

touches your skin, and the fields are put, where you build, you drink it. I get you in all 3 

ways.  

 

Shortcut to Elevate STM  

 

A shortcut to elevate the man. In the small doses. For you to do this it takes you 50 

years, what this machine delivers to you in 50 seconds. You look for different things, 

and I hide the medicine in the sweetener that you are sweet to take. I put a drop of life in 

a block of sugar, and like a horse you take it with pleasure, but within it is the medicine 

to change you. Now we can speak about the T … because now we have brought it to 

you, right in house, right in the way that you elevate your soul.  (:50).  

 

Systems bring faster development of the STM 

 



With the same, with what we put out as glasses (Visual Enhancement Unit), we done 

the same. But in a more concentrated way. the glasses we have put out, is not so much 

for you eye, it's for the eye of your soul. It is there to bring a faster development of 

the STM directly in the process of understanding. When we released the glasses there 

was the whole purpose of direct connection, direct elevation, direct work with the STM. 

.. I hide the T of the U with these simple systems that we can bring that position, .. that 

change, .. in a position to speed up. By setting up these new factories is to be able to do 

this. I cannot push the man, but I can let the man to choose. With the new delivery 

of simple T I have hidden the know of the U in a very simple way, even the people who 

work in the research centers do not understand why and how I do these things, and the 

reason we do these things. because now it's time to create that, not the elite group, but 

the ones who are aware of.  

 

Bring the fields of the U to the STM 

 

You will not see your soul flying by putting the glasses on, but the soul receives in a 

very simple way a D of the fields of the U. You remember the way we used to put 

Gans's on top of the plants and water them, it absorbs the fields of the AA to the plant. 

Now this eye glass, the Air filter system is the same thing, but is at a strength that 

brings the fields of the U,  (:52). to the STM. Now that grain of rice on top of the 

plant rice, was the receiver. Now the grain of the STM is in the same position. We 

develop T to hide the T of the U within the structure of the understanding of the 

mankind.  

 

In so many ways, push not to force, for you to understand, we push to accommodate 

that your soul elevates and ?? understand. They are two different ways to do the same 

thing. You can drag a child to the water, but you can bring the water and the child, 

drinks it with pleasure. I changed the direction of the KF in the past few months and 

you will see more of systems which we deliver which will hide this T but directly goes 

for elevation of the STM, STP of the man and allows man ??   

 

In so many ways, these are complicate but simple ways to bring the collection of 

energies, at this moment in time man can understand. In the other side, .. in the Gans T,  

(:54). we brought the condition of environment in the Body EU. In the Vertical EU we 

are doing the same, but the new V EU creates through the capsulation of the fields of 

the body .. to be able to elevate to the level, to be able to travel the span of the U.  

 

Elevate the Cell of the Cancer it understands emotion 

 

If you notice by structure the VEU is Book #2, is the ray of the light in the cylindrical, 

in transportation, where I want to transport the STM to a new D. Or the physicality of 

the STM with a cancer to a new position. If I take the cancer cell out of your body it 

will grow another, but if I elevate in the same system where the cancer cell 

understands the emotion of the man which lead to its creation, I have resolved the 

problem with the cancer because I elevated the soul. The cancer cell, and the STM 

that creates it, understand that the game was played the wrong way, now there is a need 

for balance.  

 

Another New Enhancement Unit Coming in June - rapid development 

 



I always explained for you, maybe for the first time you understand, always play when 

you use Gans's with man, use the AA. Because you connect to the STM through the 

application of what we call the AA. the structure fo your life, I already have given you 

all the field play, Many of you .. the new EU, the Vertical and the new horizontal 

system which is coming up, we'll show it maybe in about 4 or 5 weeks time. Was 

once our team gets their hands to fit it,  (:56). June July you will see these, will go cross 

our planet in a rapid way. Now with China and Iran coming into operation, many of 

the EU will be manufactured in these countries. And we'll … we'll bring the position to 

be able to bring the knowledge in a simple way.  

 

In so many ways, you use the mobile phones you don't understand nothing in it, you dial 

down and reach there, but this time you have to understand the knowledge what's in it, 

how it works, and how you can manipulate it. But this time the mobile phone is your 

soul. It dials the number you want, it work in conjunction with the STP, that it puts man 

in the position to be. I have changed the mobile phone from you, from these little tiny 

things in your hand you shout down and you know whatever goes, and somebody else 

will listen to you. Now I gave you the mobile phone of your soul, and the STP. It's 

you who has to understand how to communicate, how to be in connection with 

both that you are not an outsider, you're the controller, you're the decision maker, 

.. the one who understands that my soul, the STP would like to be on planet Zeus, 

but I want to be in a position when I am near to the soul of my father, or I want to be in 

a position that I land, or appear in the position, that I feel the soul of the properties ,  

(:58). or entities, or things, which connects to me, and has a connection with emotion 

will be.  

 

We will not travel by GPS anymore. We travel by the field strength of the environment 

which matches to the desire of physicality, STP, and the STM. .. you might wish to be 

at a certain position, but with the strength of your STP you cannot manifest yourself in 

the body of a man. You will evaporate, you'll be nothing and you'll be diluted. SO the 

STM and the STP have understanding of the position and they know that in the shape of 

the man you cannot appear, it doesn't fit, the field strength are different. In so many 

ways, even when you look at these butterflies, we have put, it is part of the same 

process. You look at it as absorbing the fields, but in the coming future, as I told you, 

nobody can copy these butterflies. There are a number of hidden T in it that these will 

allow you, you are happy to put it on the back of your iPhone, … to absorb energies, but 

these butterflies, in so many ways, are the radar dishes of access to universal 

dimensions. You cannot understand, you can do anything you like with it.  

 

In so many ways, I cover the whole dominion with one simple system like this. Cannot 

be replicated. People can do whatever they like with the AEU,  (1:00). we will not 

release the knowledge and T. .. with the VEU… the decision of the use will come 

through the STM. I explained this in a very simple system.  .. I have given you the tools 

of elevation. .. I keep to the pattern of the work. This is the body .. I put the AEU to be 

able to do the field elevation. Some fo it goes in your body, through your mouth, and 

some of it you drink. The cup of water in the room because the fields which has already 

deposited, in the water.  

 

(1:02).  

 

 



 

 

 

(1:24). 

.. where do I want my soul to be in respect to the strength of the fields of the Creator. 

The less I possess and the more I give the closer I become. As the weaker holding on to, 

allows me to trust him to be the holder of my soul. Detachment. In so many ways, 

mankind has to understand not only the life exists in the D of physicality, but exists in 

the fields fo the D of the Creator and the created. In so many ways, you become that 

Mitra. In so many ways, if you expand enough that there is no field to hold onto but you 

are just a process of what I call,  (1:26). to share, you become the soul of the Creator. 

One has to understand the strength of and the delicacy of handling the two. As mankind 

and the rest fo the created have been so physical the Creator, created Mitra, which is 

fields between the two will cover the whole cycle of the creation and the Creator. In so 

many ways, the love and the lover and the sharing of the love with the lover, in as much 

as the Creator is in love with Mitra, Mitra is in love with the Creator. Both give 

unconditionally, but in the process of taking and giving the D of the creation and U ??  

the beauty of it what is the measure of totality.  

 

Where does the fields of the existence of the Creator comes that leads to for Him to be 

the Creator. Where are the origins of the creation or what we call, the M fields. Where 

did the first rays come from and what is the essence of the creation that in the lower 

field strength becomes the chair, the table, spoon and everything else that man has 

connected himself to.  (1:28). What happens after the cloth disappears, after the wood of 

the chair becomes the energy of the U, and the food you ate becomes another part of the 

cycle of the creation. Where does it go. and why in such a strength we see it in the D of 

physicality. The biggest question for man is not the Creator. The biggest question for 

the U Community is to understand what created the Creator. You cannot have the chair 

where the fields of it, did it come from the soul of the Creator billions of years in the 

time of the man, in another dominion, but how was the Creator created? You cannot 

have a chair until you bring billions of the cells together. You cannot have the body of 

the man to have the man, if you bring trillions of energy fields, in the name of the cell of 

the  heart, the brain, in the emotion and the rest of it. And all came from the energies 

and the fields and interaction of them on this planet, and this point in the U. but how 

was the Creator created, that He become that field? Is the Creator a ray of light, or is the 

Creator a collection of the fields? Maybe, maybe you find if you read a specific passage 

in Book #2, you have found your creator. The origin of the creation,  (1:30). and the 

Creator of the Creator. I have hidden it in 1 sentence in Book #2, when I wrote it I 

wondered when man will become wise to understand this word, this sentence. And 

application, implication of how man will reach to understand the beauty of his Creator 

and how his Creator was Created. Because He comes from the light, He manifests 

Himself from the D of interaction of Itself, by Itself, to become the light. The light of 

knowledge,, the light of what we call, understanding of totality.  

 

If I open this door, the theologists will kill themselves, and those who have created the 

false paths of belief in different names will move forever, to move their souls from this 

planet, as they know how they have abused the man.  

 

The understanding of the totality of the knowledge of the creation, is not to be able to 

fly. Is to be able to understand the strength of the knowledge of the fields of the Creator, 



as it lead to my creation, where has it come from. that field that light. And what lead to 

creation of that light? And what was the origin? This is not theology, this is 

understanding the physical process of the creation,  (1:32). but without imagination. 

understanding the science which means understanding how things interacted that lead 

to. In a way, we call it chemistry. but In a way, we talk about the chemistry of the fields, 

which lead to the creation of the Creator. But one point is, where did that field come 

from, that it lead to the creation of Him, that the interaction of the field of Him lead to 

the creation of us. Or are we all passengers of the motion of the fields in different 

strengths and D's within the same brain, in the same cylindrical motion. But there is one 

fact, where does or where did this ray come from, and where is it going to. That at this 

moment of time it is moving in the span of the its own creation of environment, we are 

passengers of the physicality in one spot of. within that structure of the motion from one 

point to another.  

 

In a way,  I hid this in the teachings in the books, where I say very simple. The 

scientists of today they tell us that the U is expanding. It cannot expand if there was not 

something for it to expand into, and something to expand into to confirm its own 

existence. In a way, you cannot blow a balloon if there is no room for it to blow into. 

You have to create a room that it can blow that air into, that it confirms existence of its 

volume. So our U is . Our U is the same,  (1:34) we are travelers of the D of the motion 

of the fields of the U, that came from and is going somewhere, that it's interacting with 

another ray that the existence of the two creates the light of the Creator. That light of the 

Creator becomes us to created of.  

 

Mankind has to open his eyes and spend more time in understanding the process fo his 

creation and how he can have everything without destroying, without killing, without .. 

disintegrating what has been integrated for life to exist. Writing of the promised one, 

even a soul has an existence, and it can be in any dominion. You found it in a stone, in 

the lion and the physicality of the man, and in existence in all other dominions in the U, 

be it from planet Zeus ..  

 

We call it a soul, creation of a heartbeat that confirms it exists and is operating to 

attract, every heartbeat is interaction of the gravity and the M field, and when you give 

it a rhythm it's a pump which absorbs the fields of the U according to the strength of the 

soul. Soul of the stone, soul of an atom, electron, the Creator, be it the STM. The 

knowledge of the new space T is to understand the measure, the strength of the 

heartbeat,  (1:36). and what is beating, what has created that beat, what is coming in to 

create that beat, and what is given off to keep that beat at a constant rate to be there. So 

in the new space T coming up in China we are not looking for to create fuels, we search 

to understand the heartbeat, and what that heartbeat brings and what it gives that it 

becomes planet Mars, it becomes STM or the physicality of man in the soul of his 

creation. The knowledge of the U is very simple, it's man not understanding it has made 

it so complicated, and then has put values on different measures of the strength. The 

gold, the love, the food, and most of all teh Creator. And how we have become to 

compartment it. this compartment is for this, and that one for that …  

I made man in the image of Myself. In a way, you can appear in any shape of form, but 

at the end you are only conditioned to the manifestation, position of the environmental 

field strength, and nothing else,  (1:38). even the Creator Himself. .. is the Creator 

another general in the army of generals of the creation, and even these and their 

interaction does it lead to confirmation of the true essence of creator. Are we in totality 



of all the universes and Unicose we see, a cell on the skin of the toe of the Creator, or 

are we sitting in the center of the soul of the Creator as a field strength, center and 

dominion?  

 

As I have hidden so many T in a simple way that mankind can move into, we'll develop 

T that mankind can gradually over time understand this process. And the same this 

process. Ask your self a simple question, I have put this before to scientists.   Does it 

mean that the less surface you have the less you can radiate to become the giver.  (1:40). 

And then if that is true then what is the size of the Creator, if the man sees himself 

generous and he calls himself philanthropists by giving a few pieces of his plastic paper 

for someone to have a food and he thinks he is very generous. Or is the reality in a 

simple way, the smaller you become you become so much, that you become such a 

giver. not to hold on to but to give out to.  

 

(1:42).  

 

(1:44). 

Thank you very much, I hope you learned a little bit more about yourself, and nothing 

else .. 

 

(1:46)     >>  BREAK  >>>     (1:50).   381 KSW 

 

Q:  …  I have the soap, and the pain Pens, my dog is feeling much better,    (1:52).  

( tells life story … ) 

(1:54).  

K- thank you for your words  

I am sure our soul finds a place .. 

Any other question  

 

K- Is WL 

WL-  

(1:56). WL: 

K-     why the Chinese authorities kept us hanging till yesterday .. 

Q: 

K- Can I put it the Chinese way, Which day was the contract signed.. 

was it the Birthday of Buddha. 

 

(1:58).  

Feng Shui 

 

(2:00). I have a question. because you say you create Mitra, because Mitra is love of 

God, Mitra create the world  

 

K- There is one word you have to change, the rest could mean, what you said. Is not the 

humanity, it's the Unicose .. 

 

(2:02).  

 

(2:04). 

K- Would you like to tell us about your new company    the future of it? 



Q:  

 

 

(2:06).  

 

(2:08).  

 

K- .. we didn't know where ?? was.   the center of where pottery started .. 

they chose this place.  

 

(2:10).  

 

(2:12).  

 

(2:16).   for the first space center .. 

 

Any other question. 

Q: Salomeea…  (2:18).  …   what is the link between energy and light, but not in the 

way   ?  (2:20). 

K- In the new Pl T we explain energy in a simple way, as M fields in motion, and if you 

understand this and the totality of the creation. As the fields of the Creator moves in the 

span of U .. its interaction and motion it releases energies and fields. That in certain 

environments leads to creation of matter or other lives across the U. In a way, we are 

created from the motion of the light of the Creator and this is the essence of the creation. 

If you explain energy as a fields in motion, then that energy, it's our body, we are an 

energy pack, we move. So In a way, the motions of the fields of the Creator, leading and 

being the essence of creation of energy, we are part of it. So we manifest according to 

the time position and place, in different shape or form, in different creatures we create. 

Any other question.  (2:22).  

 

Famous People Using KF Products 

 

Q: Is there any product in KF used by famous people, so we can be sure that the 

products are working? 

K- Next question please. We don't have monkey's and we don't have people to prove 

anything. If you listened over the years, we sometimes. when people used our T, we 

have referred to it, be it masters, kings or what we call the Papa in Vatican. We still 

think he is still using it, because he is still walking. ???   So the famous people who are 

using it, one day will come out, but they couldn't say.  

R: they'll come out when it's popular. .. millions of people not well known are using it 

around the planet .. 

K- They are more important than the kings and people of the world. If they are in pain 

and you help them, they are the king of their own lives.  

… I tried to for years make a link with one of these .. world famous people, and 

coincidentally, …  (2:24). I received a private invitation. I thought, and I told Rick, now 

they start noticing. This is the step we take. Most probably under different names and 

covers they already ordered the Pen and they have seen the benefit of it, but there are 

different  … we enter not to bring names,  

 



One thing we have seen especially now is many people are coming to the KF, people we 

didn't know before, I have come across a few in past few days, weeks, is that they have 

seen problems with the new series of injections and they have come to the KF for a 

solution. The solution sits in understanding the transfer of the energy form the body .. 

What you call the side effects, .. other things of it. Is that we do not know, each 

organization of it uses a different chemical, each nation has taken a different approach 

but at the end of it, we know the component, the body of the man. If we can facilitate 

that the energy fo the body .. stays in balance, it does not matter what they give you. If 

you are in the space,  (2:26). here they give us an injection with 40 - 50 different 

mixture of materials. In space we are dealing with billions of it. Maybe it's a good .. to 

learn how to handle .. new things in our body, when we'll travel the space we'll come 

across these things and we have to handle it. How do you handle massive injection, 

small amount of foreign objects into your body that some of it might be good and some 

bad, how your body will interact with it that it stays in balance with itself.  

 

If Plasma Covid Solution why not used by any country 

 

Q: Why is the Covid solution not used by any country if it is working?  

K- Would you like me to pay billions to the world leaders to use it. At the moment in 

the bank account .. application. Who pays what. We taught the knowledge to the people 

that they put the money in their own bank, to save their lives. But some of the leaders 

decided to go a different way. We are expecting certification for two application in next 

few days, weeks maybe from governments. You have to realize it is not our say so, they 

have to test it. Now we are in a test phase in two aspects, maybe 3.  (2:28). But we have 

been told the whole thing is in motion ….  

 

Rohanni Blocked Plasma T in Iran 

 

We delivered the T into Iran in 2020 and we saw a lot of success with it. And then we 

saw the man who said, he is the top man appointed by the minister, the Defense 

University of Iran, going to the health ministry meeting when it was getting approved, 

for the KF, all the data. He lied from instruction from the .. we can say from the present 

President of Iran, to disrupt that this T doesn't get approved in a full committee fo the 

Iran ministry. of the health committee and university in Iran because they are 

responsible for it. This man deliberately went on instruction from the Iran President 

Rohanni, to make sure that the ethics committee in the last 10 minutes will not approve. 

We had the approval, we have all the documents we can prove it. And then to disrupt 

with a 62 page accusation and all sorts of slanders about me and the KF, to Iran national 

securities. It took over 3 months for Iran national security to go through these 60 pages 

of accusations. Being an agent of Israel, being this and that. … and then after 3 - 4 

months all as allegations, deliberately setup by the President  . We are not talking, there 

is a 62 page report,  (2:30). written by these people against me and against KF, all your  

it took them 3 months the president is lying to the nation, because his bank account is 

full. You have to remember the brother of the president is   in prison for the things he 

has done for his brother. The situation is black and white.   ?? in the Vatican .. 

We got 30 more days of this corrupted structure in Iran to be able to ??  When we did so 

much in Iran National D University   

proved the T is correct ..  

 



We found out in the past few weeks this guy is a retired man who was there putting 

their delivery, working in National D University and he went and he lied and he 

changed the course. Now we are re-tracking everything to bring it back in. Otherwise it 

would have been approved last years, as a solution for corona. Now the Iranian officials,  

(2:32). have taken a different approach. It will come as an environmental, then as an 

environmental, we are happy, because when we change the environment they allow us 

to spray the cities and  ..  we change, there is no Corona to go to the body, we don't need 

to use injections. Because they have been tested in Mexico, in Brazil,   0 death and no 

Corona. Now with this new certification we start spraying the cities …  

 

 

(2:34).  

 

New factories  

(2:36).  

The famous people only go where they can show the people they are famous. In this 

establishment we are all famous because we ??  develop the new T for the next step. 

And we are there.  

 

China stood behind Iran - Betrayed by Rohanni 

 

You have to understand the political situation between China and Iran. China stood 

behind Iran,  (2:38). to bring the "5 plus 1" home. To mean the establishment of the 5 

plus 1, to the ethos the position. China did a lot fo work in teh background to pressurize 

the 5 plus 1. … 

But when P Rohanni came into power he turned his back on Chinese and this brought a 

huge shame on to Iran and what happened to Iran after that .. . People are not aware of 

it.  

The behavior of Rohnani is shameful .. 

 

They stood behind Iran to release the sanctions, and Rohanni sold out to the Americans 

to have the passport, under his turban there is an American passport as we say, that it 

brought a lot of harm to Iran. Now that he is going    it will bring a lot of changes to 

Iran. ..   

(2:40).  

 

Next question. 

 

New Pain Pen - Secret liquid 

 

Q: Can you explain more about the new Enhanced Pain Pens, can you explain more 

about them?   

K- Yes, they  are blue..   (2:42).  

R; I think you were asked this before but preferred not to answer it.  

K- We can't answer it   (R: secret science).  you remember for nearly 10 years 

everybody was asking about the Keshe liquid in the Coke Cola bottle.    This is the 

same.  

R:  

K-  



The thing is now, if for example the AEU, you should receive a loose piece, we ask you 

to position this loose item on opposite wall.   this creates dynamic ..  

 

In Negative Oxygen, over 10,000 is something beneficial .. 

buy 2 units facing each other.      (2:44).  

 

I don't like to go over 20,000 because it's a shock absorber position, and we tested it. It's 

not a secret we have developed T on the back fo these T  

 

WL-   people were smoking in that room .. cleared the air .. 

didn't feel cold . 

K-  

(2:46).  

 

 

(2:48). So the Pen material isn't secret, it's just development of technologies that we 

could show. We try to make it better each time.  

 

Interaction of Fields No Preplan - Man Created Accidentally 

 

Q:  …  in mortality is ?? as in mutuality, is in mutuality, ..  

please tell me what is immutable in the Divine plan since before creation? 

K- Now can you ask him to explain what he means? … You see interaction of the 

fields does not have any pre-plan. Creator never planned to create mankind. 

Mankind is created out of interaction of accidental interaction of the fields. The 

same, you can see the example of it. You put an egg and millions of sperms and one 

accidentally manages to penetrate, and that accidentally to creation of a new life. What 

the color of the eyes going to be, what the shape of the lips going to be, hair going to be.  

(2:50). The coincidence of the interaction of the fields between those two when they 

came together. There is something very interesting. ..  

 

Children of the Soul will have features of Creator 

 

The children of the soul will have the feature of the Creator. in essence of that physical 

D but in the presence of the soul. Because they don't take the D of the physicality, but 

they take the D of the best fields of the U. What is to be collected. So you are not 

connected only to the fields of the man in the DNA, but you are connected to the field 

of the U because the soul is made that way. I said that very recently and I emphasize on 

it, because those who don't understand, will come to understand even by the position of 

the souls.   

 

Somebody asked me, it's just that you don't explain completely. Adultery become 

impossible, because the fields you have chosen to create that soul have already 

positioned themselves to the satisfaction of the soul of both parents. That the life of that 

child becomes so important and so sacrosanct that no man or woman will make a 

mistake to endanger that position, because the soul will not allow it. The children of the 

STC, is not just the STM , they never make mistakes.   (2:52). Even in the D of 

physicality it might look like mistake, but when the soul accepts to create that soul of 

the child, it means everything to do with its existence, is already been structure, it's that 



magnet which has been put in and everything has taken shape and position that it can 

lead to creation.  

 

In so many ways, the D of the physicality   

Man will not make love the way you do.  

 

(2:54).  

 

 (:56). 

 

Every Plasma linked to Source Plasma - 

 

Q:    .. (2;58).  Is each M ray emitting from one Plasma of a different strength, … why I 

am asking, the entire U can be reached from one small plasma, and does this mean it is 

within itself a combination of everything?  

K- More or less yes, because it is connected to a source which has all of it. And itself in 

that spectrum, ?? by the position is always in balance with the source. It just depends 

what strength of the gravity, and what strength fo the M field it has in respect to the 

source, but in total the balance is always the same.  

 

Translation of the Secrets in Books - Soul still understands 

 

Q: … you hid certain secrets in the books. How has this been kept in translation in other 

languages? 

K- I always said, you have to understand what I said, what I am saying. First of all 

English is not my first language. And Secondly if you really want to understand the true 

essence of what I wrote, read edition book #1. Book edition number 2 is adjusted for,   

(3:00). English people to understand ??  ?? The pure original is edition one in all 3 

books, before being touched by the editors. But always said, even it's translated the 

wrong way, and even it is written in the wrong way in the English language, because it's 

not my mother language, even I lived in England for so many years. The knowledge you 

receive and what you gather from it, and what you use it, is that knowledge which is put 

for the soul of you to be able to understand it. As I said, even if you were told somehow 

to make the Nano coating the wrong way, the  ??? through that you achieve what you 

want. There is never a wrong thing in the world of the creation. It's just what you expect 

from it and what you want to achieve. And even you achieve it, you don't see it, you say 

it is wrong way, you got the right idea. the soul has reached its maturity of 

understanding that point. SO it doesn't matter, if it is translated into Spanish and it ends 

up instead of saying right, it says left, because in Spanish, left right is left, or the right, 

but when you read it your soul understands the knowledge, It's a knowledge of the 

creation not a book written as ..  a transfer of .. some words.   

Any other question .  (3:02).  

 

Q: Mehraneth,  …. 

 

(3:04).   The question I have  .. wherever we are in each position we can get in touch 

with that place we want to be or to contact, and .. did you mean by our emotional force 

fields, or soul fields, both of them … small difference.  how can I contact another 

planet, my father, … is it by my emotion or by my soul? 



K- Now you are an old hand in the KF, how does the emotion, how is the emotion 

created? Emotions are created from the interaction of the fields of the STM with the 

STP.  So you answered yourself.  (3:06). It's very interesting some times now, and some 

30 to 40 years ago, when we were walking the street we used to see people who were 

talking to themselves. .. they used to laugh, shoot somehow, and we used to call them 

crazy, they are talking to themselves. But .. with this new T of mobile phones you all 

become crazy. You all have this hidden earphones in your pocket in your ear, and you 

answer and say  …  you laugh to yourself, they say the guy is crazy, he is talking to 

himself, and then you look oh. It's become normal for all of us to be crazy. Because now 

we carry the soul of the phone in our ears.  

 

(3:08).  

(3:10).  

 

Q: ..  there is a gap between detachment and the fear going on afterwards ? 

K- Why do you have a fear with detachment?  

Q: Because they think they have to give it all away like Jesus said.  

(3:12).  Q:  .. another question… the earth which is suffering on the surface,   earth is a 

plasma ..  if the people on the surface have bad emotions … the Earth's emotions have 

to be effected by that .. sun or moon… would the emotion of the earth erupt with the 

dissatisfaction of and hunger of,  (3:14).  of its emotion … that's when we say 

catastrophe or Judgment Day, whatever.  

K- Maybe I can answer you in a different way. We don't see earth moving and jumping 

.. and changing direction, going slower or faster. Doesn't matter you had the WWII and 

millions of people were dying, or we had the peaceful time of the ?? depression ..  

The collective average sense of the emotion of life on this planet is always in balance.  

 

(3:16).    

 

(3:38).  

381 KSW  

 

END 

 


